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Reference: T2021/160 SE-2-8-1 

Date: 10 February 2021 

To: Minister for State Owned Enterprises (Hon Dr David Clark) 

cc: Minister of Finance (Hon Grant Robertson)  
Associate Minister of Finance (Hon David Parker) 

Deadline: Prior to 3.15pm on 11 February 2021 (the time of the meeting) 

Landcorp Farming Limited – Meeting with the Chair and Chief 
Executive – 11 February 2021 

You are scheduled to meet with Dr Warren Parker, Chair of Landcorp Farming Limited 
(Landcorp), and Steven Carden, Chief Executive of Landcorp, on Thursday 
11 February 2021. It is also likely that Landcorp’s Chief Financial Officer, Steve 
McJorrow and Head of Communications, Simon King will attend. 

We have drafted an agenda to assist with this conversation (below). We understand 
that no additional agenda items have been suggested by Landcorp. 

[40] 
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Item 3: Independent Review  

Dr James Morrison has been engaged to undertake an Independent Review to address 
a range of matters, including concerns raised in the above background section. The 
review is in a staged approach with the first stage, review of financial information to 
analyse the ‘gap’ between actual and anticipated performance, now complete. This has 
taken longer than anticipated due to information quality issues.  

We understand that the draft conclusions (noting that Dr Morrison is still working 
through the information), at a high level, to be: 

• The Wairakei Lease arrangement has, and continues to, impact business 
performance. 

• Landcorp carries relatively high corporate overhead costs, part of which it has 
attributed to ‘industry good’ activities. This does not appear to be supported by 
evidence of structured programs and investment, or published work, nor is it done 
in conjunction with actual industry good bodies. 

 

• Both the dairy and livestock divisions have performed reasonably well according 
to industry benchmarks and have significantly less intensive farming than the 
national average. However, when you allocate corporate overheads to each farm, 
the performance is much lower.  

[34]
 
 

[40]
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• Landcorp has shown some leadership in land-use change and genetics and 
could play a larger leadership role in this space.  

• There were some substantial difficulties in understanding the gap between actual 
and forecast performance, largely due to eliminations and information systems 
deficiencies. 

  

Despite relatively good forecasting in its core business, the gap between actual and 
forecast performance cannot be fully explained by “industry good” activities. This 
indicates that the off-farm ventures and the overly optimistic forecasts are likely the 
source of the unexplained gap, 

  

Dr Morrison is now focusing on the ‘off-farm’ ventures, their underperformance relative 
to expectations,   

This review is intended to be a first stage exercise, focusing on evidence-based 
conclusions on performance relative to projections, providing the opportunity for further, 
more targeted work should it be required. We understand that you have previously 
raised questions around Landcorp’s business model. While a review of the business 
model is not specified in the Terms of Reference for this review, it is expected that the 
conclusions will point strongly to options to address issues around the business model.  

The Independent Review commenced in October 2020 with a draft report initially due 
on 19 February 2021. However, due to the delay in receiving information and the 
volume of information received, Dr Morrison has asked for extra time to deliver the 
initial draft report. The Treasury is supportive of this extension, as this should result in a 
better report upon which to base decisions. This will mean a delay in the delivery of the 
final report from mid-March 2021 to the end of March 2021.  

The Treasury intends to provide detailed advice on the findings of the review, including 
advice on next steps. It is critical that all parties - shareholding Ministers, the Treasury 
and Landcorp – commit to giving the review due consideration and work cooperatively 
to give effect to any potential changes that shareholding Ministers may decide upon, in 
order for performance to improve.  

 

You may wish to ask Landcorp: 
• How it intends to work with the Treasury to consider any potential 

challenges raised through the review? 
 
You may also wish to confirm with Landcorp that: 

• Shareholding Ministers commissioned this review. 
• You expect Landcorp’s full cooperation to ensure maximum value from the 

review.  
• You expect Landcorp to seriously consider the outcomes of the review, and 

any resulting shareholding Ministers preferences, as part of its strategy 
setting for the year.   

[34]
 
 
 

[37]
  

[25] 
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Contact: 
Amanda Wilson, Analyst, Commercial Performance, 
Maureena van der Lem, Manager, Commercial Performance, 

[39]
[39] 

[40] 
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Appendix 1: Board and Chief Executive Profiles  
 

 Dr Warren Parker, Chair  

Warren was appointed as the Chair of Landcorp on 1 January 2019. Dr Parker comes 
with a strong Crown Research Institute background having been the Chief Executive 
of both Scion and Landcare Research and the Chief Operating Officer of AgResearch. 
Prior to this, Warren was a Professor of Agribusiness and Resource Management at 
Massey University.  

Warren currently holds a number of board roles including, Predator Free 2050 Limited, 
Farmlands Co-operative Society, Genomics Aotearoa and is the Chair of Forestry 
Ministerial Advisory Committee. Until recently, he was also the Chair of the New 
Zealand Conservation Authority.  

He holds a Doctor of Philosophy in Animal Science. 

 Nigel Atherfold, Deputy Chair 

Nigel was appointed to the Board in April 2018 and is currently the Chair of the 
Performance and Safety Sub-Committee.  

Nigel has over 25 years’ experience in corporate finance, risk management and 
banking sectors. Mr Atherfold is currently a Director of TDB Advisory Limited, Ngāi 
Tahu Farming Limited and NZ Milk Trading Company Limited. Prior to his governance 
career he was a Regional Executive, Corporate Banking at ANZ and a Treasurer for 
the New Zealand Dairy Board.  

He holds a Bachelor of Management Studies (Economics), Post Graduate Diploma of 
Business Administration (Finance) and a Master of Business Studies.  

 Joanna (Jo) Davidson 

Jo was appointed to the Board in September 2019 and has experience working with 
SME’s in branding, marketing and product development, particularly in the FMCG food 
and beverage, manufacturing and agribusiness sectors.  

Jo is currently an Independent Director of AUT Ventures and a member of the 
LiquidStrip Limited Board.  

She holds a Bachelor of Horticultural Science (Marketing and Economics).  
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 Christopher (Chris) Day 

Chris joined the Board in 2012 and acted in the Chair position for part of 2018 during a 
period of transition.  

Chris is currently the Chief Transformation Officer for Silver Fern Farms and Director 
of Datacom. Chris has a background in technology and finance, having been the 
financial controller across a number large services and energy companies in New 
Zealand, including Contact, NZ Post and Z Energy.  

Chris holds a Bachelor of Business Studies (Accounting and Finance) and is a 
member of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand.  

 Hayley Gourley 

Hayley was appointed to the Board in 2018 and has over 20 years’ experience as an 
agriculture economist.  

Hayley grew up on a dairy farm and has worked in agribusiness financing and 
advertising for most of her career. Hayley is currently an Agri Divisional Manager for 
Skellerup Industries Limited and a Partner of the Lake Road Partnership.  

Hayley holds a Bachelor of Applied Economics (Agriculture Economics) and a Master 
of Science (Agricultural Economics).  

 Dr Tanira Kingi 

Tanira was appointed to the Board in 2020 and has an extensive background in 
agriculture systems and primary industry research.  

Tanira is currently a Senior Scientist and Primary Industries Systems Research 
Leader at Scion and sits on several ministerial advisory groups for freshwater and 
climate change (Kahui Wai Maori and the Primary Sector Climate Change 
Commitment, He Waka Eke Noa). Tanira was also previously part of Landcorp’s 
Environmental Reference Group.  

Tanira has a Masters of Applied Science (Agricultural Systems Management) and a 
Doctor of Philosophy (Agriculture Economics and Development).  

 Dr Belinda Storey 

Belinda was appointed to the Board in 2018 and is a climate economist by training.  

Belinda has spent majority of her career in management consultancy, organisational 
design and climate related research with expertise in scenario analysis, asset 
valuation and climate change risk. She is currently the Principal Investigator for the 
Deep South Challenge: Changing with our Climate and a Director of Climate Sigma. 

Belinda holds a Bachelor of Arts (Political Science), Masters of Science (Disaster Risk 
and Resilience), Doctor of Philosophy (Economics) and a Masters of Business 
Administration (Finance).  
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 Robert (Doug) Woolerton 

Doug was appointed to the Board in 2018 and was previously a Member of Parliament 
for 12 years.  

Doug spent most of his early career as both a dairy farmer and on the Board of a 
cooperative dairy company, before becoming a real estate agent.  

 Steven Carden, Chief Executive 

Steven has been the Chief Executive since 2013 and has a background in the 
agriculture and business development space.  

Before joining Landcorp, Steven was a General Manager and Group Manager of 
Business Development at PGG Wrightson Seeds Australia. Prior to that Steven 
worked for McKinsey and Company, a global management consulting firm, and 
FlyingPig, New Zealand’s first internet retail company. 

Steven holds a Bachelor of Laws and a Bachelor of Arts from Auckland University and 
a Masters of Business Administration from Harvard Business School.  

 

 


